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About This Game

Regeria Hope is a whimsical courtroom visual novel in the style of an Attorney game with original characters and cases. You
play as Regeria, a female lawyer who can use her powers of logic and reason to prove her clients innocent.

It’s not all that straightforward though. Sometimes, you may find compelling reasons for throwing a case, forsaking the very
defendant you are sworn to protect. These decisions will affect the outcome of the case and will have a ripple effect on later

episodes of the series.

The first trial has you defending a husband whose wife has been poisoned during the wedding reception. Currently you have the
ability to prepare your witness, and interrupt other characters while they are speaking, but be careful, as you have a time limit to

solve the case!

KEY FEATURES:

5 episodes - Choices made in early episodes affect future cases. Don't like a character? You can throw them under the bus. Just
be sure you're ready to watch them hang.

New 'Witness Prep' Gameplay - Prep your witness to say whatever you want. Have them plead for mercy, or make them look
like buffoons in front of the court to throw the case faster.

New 'Fact Overload' Gameplay - Connect the facts together to bombard witnesses and force them to confess! You only get one
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shot though, so make it count!
New 'Investigation' Gameplay - Short investigation sections which will affect the courtroom scenes. Play a board game and

move Regeria to where she needs to be in time!
New 'Convince the Jury' Gameplay - Be mindful of all your actions in court! Needlessly interrupting or repeating the same

action over and over will change what the jury thinks of you, and you will need to state your case to the jury at the end of each
daily court session.

Featuring Music by Zack Parrish!

Featuring Sprite Art by Maesketch

Featuring Background Art by Sendo

Voice Acting by:

Rachael Messer (Regeria)
Marissa Lenti (Artemis)

Dane Doyle (Judge)
Rocky Marks (Pharrell)
DigglyCerides (Hawk)
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Title: Regeria Hope Episode 1
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Golden Game Barn
Publisher:
Golden Game Barn
Release Date: 5 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.5 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX or OpenGL compatible card

Storage: 160 MB available space

English
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Best\/worst idea purchase ever.
On the plus side, it's my favorite Dream Theater song.
On the down side, screw you John Petrucci for your overly ridiculous solos
And yes, kids, Jesus can shred. A Paradox game is sort of like having your most amazing dream car! Only the of outside of the
car is complete however, you have to pay extra for the inner workings so you can even drive it somewhere. Seriously ridiculous
dlc policy warning everyone... best game ever
pros:
1.realistic
2.its awesome
3.its not laggy
4.realism is too awesome. It's an Ys game. Here are the rules for Ys games:

1. All of the characters are annoying. Not the most annoying you've ever seen, but realism in character action and dialogue was
not ever a point of focus for this series. You run into stupid♥♥♥♥♥♥like, "Hey, are you guys leaving town? I'm coming with
you and there's nothing you can do about it! You better keep up or I'll leave you behind!" or "You have a letter from the king?
Lemme see!" then the person proceeding to take it and run away for literally no reason. Nobody is a *person* in this game.
They're obvious caricatures of tropes used to plod the story along, which is itself just a vehicle to allow you to beat things up in
various locales. If you can accept that from the beginning, it'll help you endure the experience of it.

2. No Ys game will ever be better than Ys Origins. I've played them all, and every time I'm like "Maybe this time it'll be better
than Ys Origins" - no. No it will not be. It won't ever be. Accept this and move on.

If you can tolerate those two recurring shticks, then you can enjoy this game. The combat is solid enough. If I had to give it a
score, I'd give it a

6/10. Enjoyable train. The actual A1 is a good looking beast and so is this rendition, although it is lacking in detail and showing
its age, but at the sale $4.49 price it's worth getting. Sounds are mediocre but passable, and its easy to drive and get up some
speed. The smoke and steam is also too low and a tad disaapointing, but all in all, a nice loco.. Really fun little indie game.
Game good, but need more content. I told all. Blurry sprite scaling with "programmer art" assets, obvious sprite mismatches in
the time attack mode, and a general feel of being a mediocre school project make me question why this game is on Steam.
There are many better examples of SHMUPS, danmaku, bullet hell games; don't waste your time with this one.

Bought it for the cards, 3\/10 would not recommend.

Edit: All in-game achievements done after ~90 minutes of play, and there's a hitbox bug in the asteroid mode too. Not much
content to be found here.. Serious?
I took two hours and you tell me please help me you are the only one who i can trust
and over
i dont think it sell like 48 yuan
half its enough for this content
but im still interested about story
so i really want to play Vol.2. This game is really great and i love it. It makes fun and you can also play with your steam-friends.
But the only thing that makes all good things bad: IT LAGS ALMOST EVERY TIME I PLAY! That is really annoying because
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I get killed when the game lags (it didnt help me to restart the game). Until it isnt fixed, i wont recommend this game because
this stupid lag is terribly annoying. >:(
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The time 8:30 p.m.. the town.... well your town! A military truck carrying numerous chemical agents speeds down main street.
The truck hits the pot hole Ms. McGreagor has been trying to get fixed for the last five years. The truck's front right tire crashes
into the pot hole then back up. Causing the containers of waste to smash against each other. Using quick thinking the driver of
the truck manages to maintain control.. He mutters profanities to himself as he continues his trip into forest Cliche. As he steers
the truck over the unpaved roadways the veteran driver picks up a pack of the cheap cigarettes, the kind a man smokes when he
dares cancer to infect his lungs. Shaking the pack gently he flicks his wrist and a single cigarette appears. putting the pack to his
mouth he wraps his lips around the smoke.

The man tosses the pack of cigarettes on the seat next to him and pop's out the truck's lighter. Reaching down he yanks out the
lighter and proceeds to light his smoke. He takes notice of a large puddle ahead of him. He speeds up like any driver does when
they see a large puddle. What he didn't realize was the puddle has loosened the dirt and as the three thousand pound truck
cruises into the water, the dirt lets loose causing the truck to fall down the side of a rather steep hill. The hill isn't really much of
an issue, but the town's drinking water down below is. The truck flips and the barrels of various chemicals crack open and pour
directly into the drinking water.

I think we all know what's about to happen.. that's right ZOMBIES...

Pixel Puzzles Undeadz is a very niche title, it'll appeal to people who like puzzles, well extreme puzzles.. The game has a total of
13 puzzles, each of them being a rather ghoulish looking photo, with some type of undead or zombie. In all honesty I wouldn't
mind having a few of them as my screen savers or back ground pictures..

The pro's -

Nice challenge to putting together puzzles, the pieces float around, and it can make finding and grabbing pieces rather difficult.
Combined together with a ticker which counts down untill a stream of zombies charge out and you'll be forced to switch your
attention to killing them with your soldier..

Interesting art work,

A main menu minigame.

Easy but grindy achievements

The con's

The pool pieces have a knack for picking up the wrong piece. (You'll always pick up the next left most piece in the puzzle.)
Which makes getting your corners together quite bothersome, even grabbing a single piece can be troublesome especially on the
puzzles with the smaller pieces..

The main menu minigame is repetitive and necessary if you want to complete the achievements (will take at bare minimum an
hour and a half to get just the 6 associated with the main menus game)

I wouldn't recommend this title to everyone, while I had a lot of fun with it, I can imagine other people may not find the fun in
putting together puzzles, even the added benefit of the zombies crashing through the barricade and eating your soldier may not
be enough excitement for some. I'd suggest watching some videos and doing some research before you actually plunker down
your money. This way you'll be fully informed on whether or not you want to make the purchase or not.. Best indie game I
played!

10/10. I have not written a negative review before, so I dont want to sound like a dbag. I hope I will be able to change this
review in the next 14 days, or I will have to return it. This game is unplayable. The cutscenes are godawful, the framerate is
godawful, and the voice acting is god awful. The one positive I have for this game is that it has great graphics when it comes to
the environment. I know its early access, but the game needs to be at least playable. Please devs, fix this quick. I need a good
Lovecratian game, and this isnt cutting it.. Its okey, funny and hard but nothing for me.
I liked the fartig of the bear.. I BOUGHT FOR 0.49 CENTS best cheap fun ive had in a while. Great game, definitely worth $5.
It has the right amount of challenge with reward. The small amount of dialogue is also funny.. Borrrrring! You walk around a
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few scattered scenes that are very aliased and blurry, and the engine that this game uses is unknown to mankind at the present
time. JC Denton was gay.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOyGcPeyH5w. VR gameplay video with commentary:
https://youtu.be/WdaWomKGsU0

I was pleasantly surprised by this game.
I enjoyed simply flying around witnessing the visuals, the visuals are the crown jewel of this title.

It's a very different game that I've never seen before, it's a fascinating mix of zen space travel and shooter. Which normally I
wouldn't think would work together, but they've somehow blended the two experiences very well.

I'll definitely keep my eye on this as it develops.. I would have enjoyed this game much more if the Inventory Box worked
correctly. It was most annoying to try to pick an item from the Inventory when it would not stay up long enough to pick the item.
The rest of the game was good.. I lost this game would like it back can you help me.
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